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Richard Parker:

Richard has held several 
NHS executive positions 
nationally. Now, as well as 
being a Strategic Advisor to 
ICS Insourcing, Richard also 
works with Primary Care 
Networks to support the 
design and implementation 
of new models of care. 

Firstly, as a clinician and latterly as an 
acute Trust COO, I’ve had the challenge of 
an ageing, multiply co-morbid population 
ingrained in my professional life and 
psyche for the last 20-years or so. 

Whilst I guess that hasn’t changed completely, 
the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has 
forced the most significant paradigm shift 
those of us working in health and social 
care will have witnessed in our lifetimes.

Like many, making sense of this has been a 
mixture of watching the news, chasing down 
international reports, especially for those 
countries a little further ahead in terms of 
impact than the UK and most importantly 
spending time talking to friends, peers and 
colleagues around the range of ‘possible 
futures’ for the services we provide.

Richard Parker

With colleagues at ICS Insourcing, we’re 
acutely aware that a ‘return to normal’, 
whilst craved in many aspects of our life, 
is most unlikely in a health and social 
care setting. Most importantly, from our 
collective experience and discussions with 
others working in different parts of the 
NHS, beyond the really tough work dealing 
with the risks and challenges currently, 
there is a strong sense that we shouldn’t 
lose the drive and passion for change 
as we look to create a ‘new-normal’.

Important considerations for restoring elective activity
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1. Keeping a distance

For 8-weeks or so we’ve become accustomed 
to social distancing. We’ve lived in a society 
where reducing close, face-to-face contact 
is critical to reducing the ‘r-factor’ i.e. 
the rate of transmission of Covid-19. The 
approach we’ve had to adopt has been 
relatively blunt but appears to have been 
effective in reducing the impact of the 
disease on our lives and on the NHS.

Moving into a ‘new-normal’, without an 
effective mass vaccination programme, 
embedding more sophisticated, technology 
driven approaches to social distancing, 
both generally in our lives and specifically 
in healthcare would seem to be essential.

The starting point for this must be the 
adoption of a ‘remote-first’ approach to 
healthcare contacts and delivery. Where this 
cannot happen then, assuming healthcare 
facilities pose a potentially concentrated 
risk of virus transmission, as little contact 
as possible with the greatest protection 
available seems inevitable. For example, 
patients requiring essential surgery are likely 
to have procedures that deliver the shortest 
lengths of stay rather than the best holistic 
outcomes; this is currently happening with 
breast cancer surgery where the cancer 
surgery can be performed as a day case but 
concurrent reconstructive surgery requiring 
an in-patient stay is deferred. The need for 
rapidly deployed support for patients is 
critical. This applies to both physical where 
additional aftercare needs to be performed 
in the community, and psychological 
where ‘old-norms’ have been lost. 

The development of Covid-19 tracking apps 
along with an extensive testing and contact-
tracing programme should enable individuals 
to both understand the levels of infection 
and risk in their local community and manage 
their journeys, interactions and behaviour 
accordingly. In healthcare, the intensive use 

of this technology and the data generated 
will offer the opportunity to locally flex or 
adapt responses. For example, cities, towns 
or localities with little or no incidence of 
infection may be able to interact more freely. 
Possibly allowing a more flexible, risk-based 
approach to the way healthcare is delivered. 
Given the earlier surgical example, areas of 
the country with lower risk of infection may 
be able to operate more in-patient elective 
provision at times when risk-of-infection is 
lower. Evidently, this sort of regional or local 
approach raises many questions around 
equality of access and has implications for 
national access standards. What is clear 
is that a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach across 
the NHS, if tailored to mitigate the highest-
risk localities will potentially be severely 
restrictive and equally problematic.

Drivers & features of a new-normal
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2. Managing risk

Accepting that minimising physical contact 
within healthcare settings, either generally 
or especially at times of increased virus 
activity, is part of our ‘new-normal’, 
then what might this mean for current 
and future patients on waiting lists for 
what were low-risk procedures?

Intense and adapted ‘pre-assessment’ 
procedures that screen for infection or 
contact with Covid-19 prior to admission are a 
given. Similarly, regular screening and tracking 
of healthcare professionals and their Covid-19 
status must be part of the ‘new-normal’. 

The next part of this challenge is perhaps a 
re-appraisal of procedural risk in partnership 
with patients. For example, the 58-yr old 
man with a BMI of 28 and type-2 diabetes 
on waiting list for knee-replacement surgery, 
prior to Covid-19 would have had a raised 
risk of complications but on-balance would 
have been a safe candidate for surgery. In a 
post Covid-19 world, especially in areas with 
heightened virus activity, the risk-benefit 
equation may shift. The impact of this shift in 
risk profile has huge implications for patients 
and the NHS. Clearly the identification, re-risk-
stratification and alternative patient support 
or symptom management mechanisms need 
to be quickly developed and deployed. 

3. Channel shifting & partnership working

Perhaps the most interesting and exciting 
work to flow from the early management of 
the Covid-19 pandemic has been the rapid 
shift of healthcare delivery from face-to-face 
to virtual channels using digital technologies. 

In primary care the rapid adoption of 
virtual consultations has been impressive. 
Similarly, the move to virtual consultations 
in secondary care is happening at pace. 
Both of these ‘remote-first’ changes help 
to meet the social distancing requirements 
whilst keeping patients safe. 

Whilst the challenges outlined earlier 
around adapting procedures and access 
to mitigate overall risk to patients may 
seem quite sobering, the opportunity to 
further innovate using virtual technologies 
could provide a partial solution to other 
restrictions placed on service access. 

For example, the patient requiring an 
intervention other than surgery due to the 
change in risk profile could or should have 
this discussion with both the secondary 
care team and their GP in the ‘same 
virtual room’ to make sure joint, realistic 
and personalised plans are developed 
and that there are no hand-over gaps 
between the hospital and primary care.

Similarly, the patient with a long-term 
condition (LTC) who has become accustomed 
to completing a ‘daily-delta’ health check 
submission during their period of shielding 
or isolation may see this extended. The 
use of LTC apps that allow patients to self-
report into both primary care and their 
specialist team rather than simply attend 
periodic, fragmented follow-up appointments 
seems like an extraordinary opportunity 
that can quickly transform and improve the 
management of LTC’s and, most importantly, 
patient experience and outcomes.

Clearly this isn’t an exhaustive view of the 
challenges and opportunities facing the 
NHS in a post Covid-19 world however, 
early indications suggest that whilst the 
challenge and difficulties of operating with 
new-norms and risk are substantial, the 
opportunities to use technology to improve 
patient access, reduce fragmentation and 
deliver better outcomes are exciting.
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Shola Adegoroye:

Shola has an extensive 
career portfolio spanning 
several years’ senior 
management experience in 
operational, performance 
and strategic roles across 
the health service.  

Shola Adegoroye

Healthcare in 2020 was never supposed 
to look like this. Clinicians have never 
needed to manage and care for patients 
so differently, and leaders have never 
had to reconfigure services so quickly 
and manage key resources so tightly. 

After more than two decades working in the 
NHS and, more recently, alongside the NHS 
as director of Reach Up Consultancy, the 
last eight weeks have truly been a period 
unlike any other I have experienced in my 
healthcare management career. It is clear 
that the pace of service change due to 
coronavirus, with limited consultation and 
time, will have long-lasting effects on system-
level healthcare for some time to come but 
will also have caused significant challenges for 
population health that are harder to resolve.

For the first time in decades, the ‘C’ word 
that the public most fears is not cancer. The 
coronavirus has literally stopped normal 
life in its tracks and the NHS’s Covid-19 
response has usurped the familiar healthcare 
systems, processes, protocols and procedures 
that took years to establish and evolve. 

Slowing the spread of the Covid-19 infection 
and mitigating the real risk of running 
out of capacity for coronavirus patients 
needing hospital care, critical care beds 
and ventilation, was, appropriately, the 
immediate government objective. The 
NHS’s directive to halt all routine elective 
and the vast majority of cancer work can 
be confidently acknowledged as the right 
decision for the health of patients and the 
wider population, and the safety of NHS staff. 

However, more than eight weeks of 
lockdown later and with the Covid-19 peak 
in the rear-view mirror (for the present), 
the NHS is itching to re-start all cancer and 
elective work. It now needs to build the 
fat onto the bones of a just-as-decisive a 
plan for the Covid-19 recovery phase, albeit 
a much more cautious one. Returning to 
how things were is simply not an option.

A decisive cancer plan for Covid-19 recovery 
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Coronavirus presented some very painful 
realities for many cancer patients. Up and 
down the country, tough decisions were 
being taken by clinicians not to proceed with 
cancer treatments where it was considered 
that the risk of the procedure outweighed 
the benefit to the patient. The risk of being 
exposed to coronavirus in mixed ‘covid-19/
non-covid-19’ hospitals where the majority 
of cancer treatments would normally 
take place was too great a gamble.

The NHS in most parts of the country was 
quick to utilise ‘clean’ NHS facilities and 
independent sector capacity to funnel 
a proportion of cancer patients through 
safely for treatment. However, looking 
forward with a medium to long term view, 
these configurations are not sustainable 
for the NHS; either clinically or financially. 

The recent letter from Simon Stevens, 
NHS Chief Executive Officer and Amanda 
Pritchard, NHS Chief Operating Officer, 
has outlined details of the next Covid-19 
planning phase, including setting out 
clear expectations of how STPs/ICSs 
must now plan for resuming pre-Covid-19 
levels of cancer and diagnostic activity.

At system level, the NHS will now either 
a) need to look at restoring capacity in 
what was previously, and may remain for 
some time, mixed Covid-19/non-Covid-19 
hospitals, or b) where practical, insist on 
hospital reconfigurations that will create 
separate clean and Covid-19 hospital sites, 
completely shielding cancer and elective 
care from non-elective flow. Infection 
control assurance will be the deciding 
factor in these important decisions.

Very practical considerations now need to be 
applied for managing capacity to diagnose, 
treat and manage cancer patients. I’ve 
particularly focused on three key areas here: 

Primary care / direct access diagnostics – 
Resuming secondary care diagnostic capacity 
is in the forefront of leaders’ minds but 
ensuring non-cancer diagnostic capacity is 
available to primary care to support decision-
making prior to making a suspected cancer 
referral is also key. Diagnostic capacity needs 
to be understood and extended for this early 
stage in the pre-referral process. Primary 
care clinicians should not be left with the 
only option to err on the side of caution and 
make referrals to secondary care because 
they cannot get timely access to tests. 

Effective patient level cancer tracking – 
Covid-19 related sickness affected every staff 
group across the NHS. Business as usual 
functions took a major hit over the first 4-5 
weeks and many providers are now having 
to play catch up on core administration 
tasks such as completing appointment 
outcomes, updating PTL tracking, dictating 
and sending out clinic letters, etc. It will be 
especially important to monitor progress 
along the patient pathway and ensure 
regular clinical review of the well-being 
and status of patients on the cancer PTL.

Equitable waiting list management –  
Regions with denser concentrations of 
hospitals such as London, have been 
able to take advantage of the ability to 
temporarily transfer cancer services to 
be managed jointly with other providers’ 
patients on cold (non-covid) sites for 2WW 
appointments and treatments. Localised 
versions of a ‘shared PTL’ have been a key 
tool to support clinicians and managers 
to identify patients to be scheduled and, 
looking ahead, the capacity required. Cancer 
alliances will need to play a key role in 
ensuring principles for clinical urgency and 
longest waiters are implemented to allow fair 
utilisation of the capacity for patients being 
pooled together from multiple providers.

Restoring cancer capacity
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The real challenge ahead is not ‘how does the 
NHS create the necessary cancer capacity 
to deal with the patients who are waiting for 
their treatment?’ but rather ‘how to get the 
public to prioritise presenting to their GP 
with suspected cancer symptoms in a world 
where coronavirus has become the more 
immediate and worrying threat to life?’ 

The population has been largely able to adapt 
to the restrictive conditions enforced on us 
in the short term but living under threat of 
coronavirus has come at some considerable 
cost to long term public health. Increasingly, 
the concern is that the longer coronavirus 
remains in the community without signs of 
a vaccine, the greater the risk of increased 
numbers of undiagnosed cancers in the 
population. The worst-case predictions are 
showing a negative impact on cancer survival 
rates which could be seen for up to five years. 

Based on discussions I have had with 
providers, along with 62-day treatments, 
the decline in levels of 2WW suspected 
cancer referrals since mid-March has 
also been beyond ever-imaginable.

For years the NHS has been consistently 
pushing compelling messaging to the 
public about the importance of early 
diagnosis and the relationship with a better 
prognosis. However, over recent weeks, the 
direct and relentless messaging to ‘stay 
at home’ has resulted in strong subliminal 
messaging to the public that being exposed 
to coronavirus is in many ways more 
dangerous to life than delayed cancer 
treatment; certainly, in the short term. 

Fast forward to today, whilst the NHS is 
quickly adapting to the risk-balance of 
coronavirus and wanting to move forward 
with resuming all cancer and elective work, 
it must now ensure it communicates often, 
extensively and sensitively with patients 
regarding the importance of not further 
delaying presenting to their GP, especially if 
they’re experiencing symptoms which could 
be triggers for a suspected cancer referral. 
Equally, cancer screening programmes 
which have historically reported below 
the acceptable threshold with regards 
to levels of uptake and coverage must 
now get out to the public and convey an 
even more persuasive message to take 
active responsibility for their health.

The real cancer problem


